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ABSTRACT

The purpose ofthis study is to explore the narratives/stories of first-generation
Mexican immigrants in North San Diego County to learn how they perceive their
identity within a community that reflects strong anti-immigrant sentiments. The
population for this study consisted of six immigrants that were able to regularize their
immigration status to one of legal permanent residency by the implementation and
enactment ofthe Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA). I conducted
in-depth interviews to look at the identity formation of first-generation Mexican
immigrants. The data reveal identity construction based on a country of origin rather
than upon the current racial labels used in the United States. In addition, racial contact
was key to shaping and creating meaning about other racial groups. Language and
discrimination add to the maintenance of a country of origin identity among
immigrants. Overall, this study reflects other studies about the complexities of racial
formation among Latinos- in particular first-generation Mexican immigrants.
Key words: Immigration, First-generation, Latino Critical Theory, Critical Race
Theory, IRCA (Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986), Identity formation,
Race and ethnicity.
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INTRODUCTION

"They invented the word Hispanic to discriminate against us. We are at the
bottom of the pile here .. .I'm Colombian, but in the census I wrote Hispanic.
That's what they call us here"
(Oboler 1992: 23)
As immigrants migrate into the United States, they have to adopt unfamiliar
concepts and create their own understanding and interpretation of such. The above
excerpt deals with the issue of racial identity. For immigrants, it is a complex issue
that must be dealt with at some point while transitioning into U.S society. Aside from
race, immigrants must also deal with issues of language, culture, and identity.
Interactions with social and political institutions allow immigrants to deal with such
issues and to create their own understanding and interpretation. In terms of selfidentification and Latino immigrants, it is a complex issue since they are a diverse
group with different nationalities and backgrounds.
Adding to the diversity among immigrants is important to note that different
immigration waves have shaped immigrant stories and experiences. For this study, I
interviewed six first-generation Mexican immigrants who were able to regularize
their immigration status via the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. Using
a qualitative approach and critical social perspectives, the purpose of this study is to
explore the narratives and experiences of six IRCA first-generation Mexican
immigrants in North San Diego County in relation to how they perceive their
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identities, and how post immigration factors framed the social construction of these
perceptions.
As immigrants migrated to the United State, they dealt with the complex of
identity, influenced by contact with other racial groups, media representation of
minorities, language, family, stories of border crossing and discrimination.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Over the decades, the Latino population has dramatically increased to become
the largest minority group in the United States. Latinos are a very diverse group and
hold a wide range of social identities that reflect their different nationalities,
immigration experiences, socioeconomic backgrounds, and different historical
periods of social treatment. Today, Latinos include a high percentage of firstgeneration Mexican immigrants. The Migration Policy Institute reports (2008) 2006,
the foreign-born population in the United States constituted 37.5 million in 2006, and
Mexican born comprised 30% of such population. The Pew Hispanic Center found
that "12.7 million Mexican immigrants lived in the United States in 2008" (2009: 1).
Table 1. Mexican Immigrants in the United States, 1960-2006
Mexican Born
Year

Foreign Born

Rank

% of all Foreign Born

Number

1960

9,738,091

7

5.9

575,902

1970

4

7.9

1980

9,619,302
14,079,906

1990

19,767,316

1
1

15.6
21 .7

759,711
2,199,221

2000

31,107,889

1

2006

37,547,315

1

29.5
30.7

Source: Migration Policy Institute, 2008

4,298,014
9,177,487
11,541,404
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A two-fold increase of Mexican immigrants into the United States during the
1980's and 1990's makes this group important since continued growth is expected.
Additionally as Passel (2004) writes, "Mexican immigrants account for about onefifth of the legal immigrants living in the United States." In addition, Mexican
immigrants comprise 57 percent of all undocumented migration.
Leading scholars who have studied the Latino population in the United States,
have looked primarily at the experiences of second and latter generations (Portes
2003; Portes and Rumbaut 1990; Portes and Rumbaut 1996; Portes and Rumbaut
2001; Portes and Zhou 1993). What about first-generation Mexican immigrants? This
group needs more attention since it has served as foundation for newer migration
waves. Given the changing demographics of Latinos within the U.S. and the growing
numbers of foreign-born among them, there is a need to expand earlier studies to look
at the experiences of first-generation Mexican immigrants, in particular, at how they
see and perceive their own identity and how they socially construct such identity.
Also, it is important to note that first-generation Mexican immigrants are a diverse
population that is constantly changing. Previous studies on Mexican migration into
the United States have seen such changes. As noted by Marcelly and Cornelius, when
comparing data from his 1992 study (see Cornelius 1992), Wayne Cornelius was able
to identify several trends on the characteristics of Mexican Migration into the United
States that include settlement, geographical differences, and female migration
(2001 :106). This serves as a premise to look at the unique experiences of first-
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generation Mexican immigration in North San Diego County and to expand on earlier
studies- specifically identity formation among first-generation Mexican immigrants.
North San Diego County has a high population of Latinos of Mexican decent.
In cities, such as Vista and Escondido, they are more than 40 percent of the
population (see table 2). This makes North County the perfect setting for a study on
identity formation among first-generation Mexican immigrants. Close proximity to
the U.S.-Mexico border and demographics of the region make it important to look at
the experiences of first-generation Mexican immigrants. Furthermore, it is also
important to look at this population because most studies have paid little or no
attention to such a unique group.
Table 2. 2006-2008 American Community Survey

Vista

Oceanside

San
Marcos

Escondido

Fallbrook

Carlsbad

Encinitas

67.1

63.1

70.4

76.7

70.1

85.7

87.7

2.8

4.9

2.3

2.7

1.3

0.6

0.5

0.8

0.7

0.6

1

0.8

0.2

0.4

3.3

6.8

8.2

6.5

1.3

6.9

3.6

0.3

0.9

1.2

0.3

0

0

0.3

20.7

18

14.2

10.6

23.8

4

5

5.1

5.6

3

2.3

2.7

2.5

2.5

44.7
Source: U.S Census

33.5

38.2

45.1

40.4

13.4

15.5

White
Black/ African
American
American
Indian/Alaskan
Native
Asian
Native
Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander
Some Other
Race
Two or More
Races
Hispanic/Latino
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Using Critical Race Theory and Latino Critical Theory (LatCrit) as foundation,
the following section presents current literature on identity formation as it relates to
Latinos and first-generation Mexican immigrant experiences in the United States.
Identity and Immigration
Identity is a complex issue for Latinos and first-generation Mexican immigrants are
no exception. Cruz-Janzen writes, "Latinas/os are of various races, speak a wide
variety of languages and belong to as many different cultures" (2006: 161 ). The
different classifiers of race, such as Hispanic or Latino, reflect the heterogeneity
within the Latino population (Itzigsohn & Dore-Cabral 2000). In some instances,
these complexities about race create confusion among immigrants. References to the
2000 census, where for the first time respondents were given the option of choosing
"some other race," shows that 42 percent of Latinos marked such category (see table
3; Pew Hispanic Center 2004). Many immigrants chose to use nationality as a racial
classifier. Research has documented the use of nationality with Dominicans (Duany
1998; Georges 1990; ltzigsohn & Dore-Cabral 2000) and Puerto Ricans (Duany
1985; Fitzpatrick 1971; Landel and Oropesa 2002; Rivera-Batiz and Santiago 1996)
yet little research exists on this process for first-generation Mexican immigrants.
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Table 3. Population ofthe United States by Race and Hispanic Origin 2000
Hispanic
%of
Hispanic
Number
Population

race
Total
One race
white
Black or African
American
American Indian and
Alaska Native

Asian
Native Hawaiian and
Other Pacific Islander
Some Other Race

Two or More Races

35,305,818
33,081,736
16,907,852

Not Hispanic
%of nonHispanic
Population
Number

93.7
47.9

246,116,088
241,513,942
194,552,774

85.8
69.1

710,353

2

33,947,837

12 .1

407,073
119,829

1.2
0.3

2,068,883
10,123,169

0 .7
3.6

0.1
42.2
6.3

353,509
467,770
4,602,146

0.1
0.2
1.6

45,326
14,891,303
2,224,082

Source: Pew Hispanic Center, 2004
Table 4. Racial Self-classification by selected Latin American Origin Latino Ethnic
Groups, 2000.

Dominicans
Salvadorans
Guatemalans
Honduras

Mexicans
Puerto
Ricans
Costa Ricans
Bolivians
Colombians
Venezuelans
Chileans
Cubans
Argentines

white

Black

Other

Native
American

28.21
41.01
42.95
48.51
50.47

10.93
0.82
1.24
6.56
0.92

59.21
56.95
53.43
43 .41
46.73

1.07
0.81
2.09
1.24
1.42

0.57
0.47
0 .28
0.29
0.45

52.42
64.83
65.52
69.01
75.89
77.04
88.26
88.7

7.32
5.91
0.32
1.53
2.58
0 .68
4.02
0.33

38.85
28.18
32.79
28.54
20.56
21.27
7.26
10.54

0.64
0.56
1.32
0.49
0.36
0.44
0.17
0.08

0.77
0.53
0.05
0.44
0.6
0 .56
0.29
0.35

Asian

Source: 2000PUMS 5% Sample (as used in Bonilla-Silva 2008)
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Prior to addressing the issue ofrace and ethnicity for first-generation Mexican
immigrants, it is important to look at the overall complexities for Latinos in the
United States, which includes first-generation immigrants from various groups. As
immigrants move into the United States, they have to negotiate a racial and ethnic
identity that differs from their countries of origin. Once they become familiar with the
racial dichotomy ofthe United States, either immigrants adopt an identity that reflects
current U.S labels or they reject and adopt alternate racial and ethnic identifiers:
Latino pan-ethnic identity (Landale & Oropesa 2002), transnational identity (Duany
1998; Schiller, Basch, and blanc-Szanton 1992), or a multiracial identity (Campbell
and Rogalin 2006; Cornell and Hartman 1998).

Latina/o Panethnic Identity
Latinos immigrants who move into the United States have to deal with new
racial categorizations. As a way to reject racial categories in the United States, they
may adopt a Latino panethnic identity, one that finds commonalities with other Latino
subgroups. However, rejection of U.S racial categories does not necessarily mean that
individuals adopt a panethnic identity. Social networks in the United States and
continuous contact back home also shape racial identity.
For immigrants, having a low socio-economic condition might foster a
racial/ethnic identity that reflects a panethnic identity (Okamoto 2003) while a large
group concentration prevents immigrants from adopting such an identity (Masuoka
2006). Aside from low socio-economic conditions and spatial concentration,
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Masuoka concludes that racial discrimination and education are key contributors to
the adoption of a panethtnic identity. Furthermore, looking at gender differences, he
concludes that Latinas have a stronger group consciousness, which translates into
having a panethnic identity (2006: 1008).
Researchers have offered many approaches when exploring panethnicity. For
example, Sommers looks at culture and group consciousness in public
"fiestas" (celebrations) in San Francisco as way to create an ethnic identity among
different Latin American national groups. She also states that,
[A] Successful pan-ethnic strategy requires both a common interest (some
kind of need for unity, often political) and a common identity, solidified and
expressed by an overarching symbol system or "cultural umbrella" that has
the power to appeal across individual ethnic lines (1991 :35).
Yet, because such fiestas focus on holidays of different groups, this can lead into
loyalty and nationalism towards their countries of origin (Sommers 1991 ); therefore,
immigrants can adopt a transnational identity, which I will discuss next.

Transnational Identity
Push and pull factors have contributed and still contribute to immigration
flows into the United States. Push factors can include political and economic
instability while pull factors can include the need for cheap labor in the United States
and social networks. Once in the United States, immigrants have to navigate social
and political institutions where at times they experience racism and discrimination.
As they become familiar with the host society, they have to deal with racial
categorizations that differ from their home countries. Because of their failure to
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assimilate and experiences with racism and discrimination, some immigrants maintain
socio-cultural connections with their countries of origin: adopting a transnational
identity (Schiller, Basch, and Blanc-Szanton 1992). In her study, Louie (2006)
concludes that language, family closeness, and familiarity with parent's country of
origin are determinant factors to have a transnational identity. In addition, Duany
(1998), states that transnationalism allows immigrants to have multiple identities.
Furthermore, he states, "transnationalism interacts with ethnicity, race, class, and
gender making identity formation difficult" (149).
When it comes to transnational identity, it is important to refer to the
relationship of tr snationalism from a global context. De Genova states that it is
irresponsible to ad ess the issue of transnationalism without acknowledging the
relationship betwe n division oflabor and imperialism (1998 :99). Furthermore, he
states that globali tion has cause for the diversification of global capital and it has
led to the reinven on of imperialism: as he calls it "the transnationalization of
capital" (99). Asi

from looking at panethnicity and transnationalism as the only two
we have to take into consideration those of multiple races.

Race vs. Etlznici
Social scie tists have followed a tradition on separating the ethnic question
from the racial qu stion (Cornell and Hartman 1998). When people encounter race,
they tend to assoc· te race/ethnicity with a combination of culture, race and ethnicity
(Hirschman, Alba and Farley 2000) or treat them as equal concepts (Cornell and
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Hartman 1998). Hirschman, Alba and Farley (2000) state that, "when the Hispanicorigin question is placed before the race question, Hispanics are less likely to be
confused by a race question that includes no Hispanic as a category" (388). Moreover,
they conclude that the order of questions influence respondents answers.
Interestingly, race throughout Latin America may be expressed blatantly or
covertly. From a Critical Race perspective, manifestations of whiteness can be seen
and are used in mass media outlets- telenovelas (soap operas), news agencies,
advertisement (TV ads or printed material), to name a few. Historically, many Latin
American countries have created and implemented whitening policies to imitate and
reflect a racial apparatus similar to the United States (see, Graham 1990).
Blanqueamiento (Whitening)
Many Latin American countries have a population with a mixed ancestry, one
that at times gives emphasis to gradations of color (Bonilla-Silva 2004). Throughout
Latin America, meaning and interpretation of race differs from U.S labels. Because of
a colonization and intermarriage, some countries have a greater percentage of mixed
peoples as is the case of Mexico and South American Countries (Graham 1990).
When comparing the treatment of Blacks in Latin America to that in the
United States, Blacks in Latin America are similarly stigmatized. Furthermore,
because of such stimatization, an ideology of whitening can influence public and
social contexts. The influence of whitening can contribute to social practices that
support an ideology ofwhitening (blancamiento). For example, Blacks feel the
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pressure to marry light-skinned Puerto Ricans- a denial of blackness and idolatry of
whiteness (Duany 1998). This, consequently, can influence racial categorizations
among Latin American immigrants: therefore adopting U.S racial categorizations or
rejecting them.
Another example of whitening includes the case of Haiti and the Dominican
Republic. Haiti would embrace its African heritage while the Dominican Republic
denied such heritage (Wigginton 2005). This led to the persecution of dark-skinned
Dominicans, reflected in the massacre of 1937 that occurred at the Dominican-Haitian
border (Wigginton 2005: 192).

Differentiation among Latin Americans
When looking at race and immigration, it is important to recognize that
differences exist among Latin American countries. For example, because of a
rejection of blackness in the Dominican Republic, the term Black has disappeared
from national discourse on race. Black is used to refer to foreigners. This is a
consequence of the historical relations between the Dominican Republic and Haiti
(Duany 1998). Therefore, social construction of race and identity is "characterized by
a strong reactive or oppositional identity (Duany 1998: 152).
In Puerto Rico, they use three common physical types white, black and
mulatto, and when creating an ethnic identity, they prioritize birthplace and culture
(Duany 1998: 153). Once they move into the United States, they are placed in the
black category and only those with lighter skin are referred as "White Puerto Ricans."
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In other words, Puerto Ricans have been racialized (Rodriguez 1997; RodriguezMorazzani 1996). Furthermore, because of a mixed population, Puerto Rico has not
institutionalized a dichotomized racial system.
Latinos can be of any racial category but reject the conventional racial
categories of the United States. Therefore, it shows the inadequacies of the current
classificatory schemes. Race relations in Latin America differ and we can find black
and white at the ends of the racial spectrum with many shades in between (Denton
and Massey 1989; Rodriguez 2000). For example, when Puerto Ricans re-settle in the
United States they have to negotiate their identity within the black-white dichotomy.
Therefore, those with darker skin are immediately labeled as black, which is rejected
because of the realization that Blacks in American are stigmatized. Consequently,
Puerto Ricans adopt nationality as race and others develop an identity that is similar
to other U.S subgroups with the same social position (Landale & Oropesa 2002).
Individuals can adopt different identities depending on particular situations. So, when
individuals change residence, their ethnic and racial identity gets challenged (Waters
1999).
So far, I have explained the complexities of race and ethnicity for Latinos but
what about first-generation Mexican immigrants? In order to understand firstgeneration Mexican immigrants and the issue of race, it is important to explore the
historical perspective of such concept in Mexico, which I will discuss next.
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Race in Mexico
The colonization of the Americas created significant changes to indigenous
peoples in terms of sociocultural and socioeconomic conditions. Such changes to
indigenous peoples manifested with the implementation of the colonizer's religion,
language, and enslavement on their own land. As the structures of society began to
formalize, a decline of indigenous populations were part of the colonization process
and African slaves were introduced into newly formed society. Post-conquest effects
were characterized by a multiracial Mexican society where "ethnic identity itself
became a prime point of contention and confusion" (Cope 1994: 5).
Throughout the first half of the 20th century, the meaning of"Mexicaness"
came about in social and political discussions. The debate over "Mexicaness" was
based on group relations between criollos, mestizos and Indians (Pansters 2005).
Throughout the first half of the 20th century, the meaning of"Mexicaness" came
about in social and political discussions. The debate over "Mexicaness" was based on
group relations between criollos, mestizos and Indians (Pansters 2005). Criollos were
those born in Mexico from full Spanish ancestry while mestizos were the children of
inter-marriage of Spanish and Indians.
After the Mexican revolution ended, there was a need for national unity.
Intellectuals like Andres Molina Enriquez (1868-1940) wrote about the relationship
of nationality and race and how socioeconomic inequalities, political coalitions,
ideological projects, property relations and class formations were influenced and
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shaped by "how racial groups interacted with and fought against each other" (Pansters
2005: 75). Molina Enriquez saw racial integration and mixing as a solution to achieve
unity and what better form than to embrace a Mestizo identity. Another intellectual
and political figure, Manuel Gamio (1883-1960) proposed new ideas to achieve
national unity based on cultural aspects rather than focusing only on race. He
proposed the embracing of indigenous roots by way of reforming the arts, literature
and the overall educational system. As an end result, "eliminating 'difference' by
mixing native and European influence was to lead on the one hand to a strong nationstate, and ::>n the other to the abolition of inequalities" (Pansters 2005: 78). Jose
Vasconcelos (1882-1959) proposed in his essay "La Raza Cosmica" that different
people and races of the world would eventually mix to create the cosmic race.
This shows that politicians and intellectuals at the end of the 19th century and
first half c.f the 20th century have dealt with the issue of race at some point yet the
concept became obsolete due to the embracement of a mestizo identity, which is
evident in Mexican censuses. For example, Vandiver (1949) explored racial
classifications in Latin American censuses where she included Mexico. She writes
that, from 1900 to 1940, the 1921 Mexican census was the last time it used racial
classifiers like "Indian, mestizo, white, unknown, and foreigners" (144). Thereafter,
instead of racial classifiers, the Mexican census used language and dropped the race
question. This last supports the premise of Soares, Dillon and Reyna ( 1967) who
write that in Mexico, there is an ideology of racial equality and, due to such mentality
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social scientists have failed to conduct studies addressing the issue of race and
inequality that really exists.

Race: First- generation Mexican Immigrants in the U.S.
Historically, the presence of Mexicans in the United States can be traced back
to the Mexican American war (1846-1848) which had an impact on race relations of
Whites and Mexicans in the southwest (Mize 2000). The war ended with the Treaty
of Guadalupe of 1948. Aside from Mexico giving half of its territory, it had to deal
with Mexicans in the ceded territory who were vulnerable to the exclusion of their
rights, land titles, and religion under the treaty (Acufia 2000). For the years to follow,
looking at Mexicans and race, Padin (2005) writes:
Mexicans, for example, experienced de jure and de facto segregation, either
alongside African Americans or singled out as a distinct 'race' ... even during
the Jim Crow era, the racial status of Mexican was not fixed or uniform: in
some settings they were legally treated as whites ... in other settings some
early twentiethcentury advocacy organizations fought to have white status
recognized under the law (50).
On a similar note, Hochschild and Powell (2008) write that, from the 1850's to the
1930's, the United States experienced changes in the racial categorization of its
population." They add that, "in any single year and across decades, racial
categorization was internally incoherent, inconsistent across groups, and unstable"
(60). If at one point racial categorizations included an array of mixtures, the 1930's
ended that practice by identifying white, Negro, and Indian as racial categories but
Mexicans were to have a separate classification. This emerged out of the increase of
the Mexican (or Mexican American) population in the United States. Prior to taking
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this position, the Census Bureau categorized Mexicans as being white. The Mexican
classification created great opposition by LULAC and other Mexican officials with
the argument that the classification discriminated against member of the white group,
in this case Mexicans (Hoschschild and Powell 2008: 80-81)
As we can see, Mexican immigrants have had a significant presence in the
United States manifested throughout history. As we continue to get an influx of firstgeneration immigrants, Padin (2005) writes that Latinos are moving to places where
race relations have been characterized by a Black-white definition, therefore,
immigrant reception "will be shaped by processes that define the place of these
newcomers in relation to whites and Blacks" (50). Now that I have explored the
literature on race and identity for Latinos and first-generation Mexican immigrants, I
will touch briefly on literature of discrimination and racism and immigration.
Discrimination/Racism and Immigration
Discrimination manifested directly or indirectly can have different outcomes
for individuals. Experiences with discrimination are also shaped by situational factors
and ethnicity. Current research on discrimination and immigration has focused on the
mental health of individuals (see Allison 1998; Branscombe et al. 1999; Greene et al.
2006; Lee 2003, 2005; Romero and Roberts 2003a, 2003b; Sanders- Thompson 1996;
and Szalacha et al. 2003), and employment (Bansak and Raphael2001). Edward and
Romero (2008) cite that current research has looked at the negative outcomes of
discrimination on mental health but there is the need for research that looks at coping
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mechanisms when experiencing discrimination (26). They go on to say that,
"Individual differences are often overlooked in the measurement of discrimination
because it is assumed that the experiences of discrimination for ethnic minority
groups will be universal for everyone in the group" (26). For example, focusing on
negative outcomes of discrimination on mental health, Edward and Romero (2008)
found that among adolescents of Mexican descent discrimination was associated with
high levels of stress, which translated into having a lower self-esteem (32-34). Flores
et al. (2008) write that racial and ethnic discrimination is a major stress factor that
affects mental and physical health of minorities (as cited in Flores et al. 2008, see
Jackson et al., 1996; Ren, Amick, & Williams, 1999; Williams, Neighbors, &
Jackson, 2003). Their study, which focused on adults of Mexican-origin, supports
previous research on the effects of discrimination and stress on the overall health and
mental health of immigrants.
Studies on first- generation Mexican immigrants have focused on other issues
than race, yet when studying a particular issue, the race question emerges as
important. For example, in her study of health outcomes and first-generation Mexican
immigrants, Viruell-Fuentes (2007) connects race and discrimination. She notes that
when reporting 'otherness', first-generation Mexican women reported not being
discriminated against based on exposure to Blacks and Whites. Viruell-Fuentes also
notes that "even thought the first generation did not report 'othering' experiences
asoften as the second-generation, their narratives pointed to an understanding of the
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racial dynamics in the U.S." (1527). Furthermore, she goes on to say that those who
reported 'othering' were those who ventured outside their own neighborhoods. Her
research supports previous research that immigrants of color and second-generation
have to deal with the dynamics of a stratified racial system in the United States
(Waters 1999; Zhou & Xion 2005).
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Immigration has always been part of the history ofthe United States. A
controver~ial

issue divides or unites individuals in contemporary U.S. society. When

applying a theoretical framework to immigration, traditional theorists have used, at
one point, European migration to the United States as foundation. As immigration
waves have changed, new perspectives have emerged that take into consideration race,
class and gender. For the purpose ofthis study, I used Critical Race Theory (CRT),
Latino Critical Theory (LatCrit) and Bonilla-Silva's notion of a "Tri-racial System"
to explore the narratives of first-generation Mexican immigrants in North San Diego
County and their relationship to immigrant identity perception and social contrucion
of their identity. I will begin by addressing assimilation theory, thereafter; I will
provide my theoretical framework for this study.
Immigration policy enacted and implemented in the United States under a
racial context targets specific groups of people at specific times in history (see USCIS
for a complete list of immigration laws). For example, in the late 1800's, Chinese
nationals were targeted with the passage and implementation of the Chinese
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Exclusion act of 1882, and in 1935, Congress enacted and implemented the Filipino
Repatriation Act of 1935. These show a racialized oppressive system of laws created
to safeguard a white supremacist ideology against foreigners. In contrast, when there
is a need for cheap labor, congress has implemented immigration policies that would
provide such a labor force like the Bracero Program of 1942, which lasted until the
late 1960's.
Current immigration policies remain oppressive and replicate social
inequalities. For example, regarding women of color, children, and
legal/undocumented immigrants, passage and implementation of the Illegal
Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA) limited
and/or denied accessibility to various social services like Medicare, welfare and
unemployment benefits. These policy changes have worsened the conditions of many
immigrant families (Sanchez and Romero 2010: 781). Ironically, after constant antiimmigrant sentiment and racialized immigration policies, immigrants are still
expected to assimilate into a society that does not welcome them.
Assimilation Theory

The assimilation process can have different outcomes for different minority
groups (Duany 1998). A great majority of research on immigrants has drawn on
assimilation theory, one that foresees immigrants assimilating into mainstream
society and rejecting their cultural and ethnic background. Earlier sociologists like
Robert E. Park and Ernest W. Burgess (1921) defined assimilation as:
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... a process of interpenetration and fusion, in which persons and groups
acquire the memories, sentiments, and attitudes of other persons or groups,
and, by sharing their experience and history, are incorporated with them in a
common cultural life (in Gordon 1964: 62).
Early assimilation theorists like Gordon (1964) believed that immigrants
assimilate into the host society where, during the assimilatory process, they reject
their own cultural background and adopt aspects of the host society (McLemore
1991). Some argue that this was the common experience of immigrants; yet, as other
studies have shown, a complete renunciation of immigrants' cultural background was
not the case (Keefe & Padilla 1987). Following a traditionalist perspective, Gordon
(1964) divides the assimilation process in seven phases: "acculturation or behavioral
assimilation; amalgamation, or marital assimilation; identificational assimilation;
attitude receptional assimilation, or the absence of prejudice; behavior receptional
assimilation, or the absence of discrimination; and civic assimilation, or the absence
of value and power conflicts" (Gordon 1964). It is important to note that early
assimilation theorists used the experiences of white European immigrants and their
assimilation process as their model, one that does not apply to modem migration
waves.
Aside from looking at straight-line assimilation, theorists like Portes and Zhou
(1993) have looked at second- generation immigrants and applied the notion of a
'segmented assimilation.' Segmented assimilation foresees three major outcomes for
the immigrant population: acculturation and integration into the white middle class;
poverty and assimilation into the underclass; or economic advancement while
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preserving group values (82). Portes (2003) further argues that the failure of firstgeneration immigrant assimilation attributes to a "role reversal" where their children,
because they better assimilated, take on responsibilities because of their familiarity
with social and political institutions, and most importantly, language (44).
Assimilation theory focuses only on socioeconomic conditions of immigrants
and ignores the applicability of race into the question on immigrant assimilation. It
also fails in looking at how immigration policies affect the assimilatory process of
immigrants. Adopting a Critical Race perspective, which I will discuss next, allows
for the analysis of immigrant experiences.

Critical Race Theory
During the 1970's, because of political and social criticism, Critical Legal
Studies (CLS) emerged. Influenced by historical events like the Civil Rights
Movement, anti-war sentiment and the emergence of second-wave feminism (Price
2010:150). CLS scholars argued that the legal system reflected a binary approach
where those having greater socioeconomic conditions would benefit- a reproduction
of privilege.
Looking into the socioeconomic benefits within the legal system was not
enough for scholars of color. Scholars of color started framing a critical analysis of
the legal system by looking into race as a key component of a racist legal system, one
that used any way possible to maintain the status quo of white supremacy. Critical
Race Theory (CRT) emerged out of such critical analysis. Derrick Bell and Alan
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Freeman are credited as the founders of CRT (Delgado and Stefancic 1993: 461).
Prominent CRT theorists include Richard Delgado, Jean Stefancic, Kimberle
Williams Crenshaw, Angela Harris, and Charles Lawrence (for a list of early works
on CRT see Delgado and Stefancic 1993; Delgado and Stefancic 2001:6).
In terms of incorporating CRT to the issue of immigration, Sanchez and
Romero (2010) write that "immigration CRT examines the way that an immigrant
persona is racialized, which allows us to observe the dynamics and fluidity in socially
constructing racial meaning" (780). Other scholars, like Powell (2008) note that
"CRT challenges the essentializing categories of race as well as gender and
class ... critical race theorists argue that race is situated within a system of power
relations that are deeply embedded in American Life" (904). Within that system of
power relations, we have the racialized stories of immigrants who have made the
decision to move elsewhere for a better future and whose experiences allow us to
challenge different systems of oppression.
One ofthe aspects of Critical Race Theory includes the use of narratives and
storytelling where the researcher places him/herself into the community of study
(Powell 2008). Furthermore, using storytelling allows the researcher to act as witness
and "to collect and understand narratives that explain racism and so offer insight into
its possible disruption" (Vaught 2008: 581). By using Critical Race Theory, through
the analysis of narratives and storytelling, I have captured unique experiences of firstgeneration Mexican immigrants. Participants shared experiences of their social
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networks dealing with issues like decision to migrate, finding employment, and even
for community events. Within social networks, I was able to find that segregated
Latino communities do not possess the same resources as the rest of the population.
Clearly, racialized stories of immigrants reveal different levels of discrimination at a
specific given moment in history-from the early 1980's up until now. CRT also has
allowed me to explore how racial/ethnic identity is shaped and negotiated within the
current system of oppression called immigration. Nowadays, the "immigration issue"
has become a political platform linked to racial/ethnic conflict, one that benefits the
status quo. Complementing CRT, a Latino Critical Theory allows us to focus on
Latino/a experiences.

Latina/o Critical Theory (LatCrit)
Latino Critical Theory emerged out of CRT and influential scholars include
Richard Delgado, Jean Stefancic, Kevin Johnson, Margaret Montoya, Juan Perea and
Francisco Valdes (Delgado and Stefancic 2001 :6). Johnson and Martinez (1999) write
that:
"LatCrit theory should not be seen as a challenge to Critical Race Theory
("CRT") but viewed as a building on its achievements while moving in an
independent direction to shed additional light on the racial subordination of
Latinalos" (7).

LatCrit is a theoretical framework that challenges current perspectives and its
application, or lack thereof, to its applicability to Latinalos on issues that include
"bilingualism, immigration reform, the binary black/white structure of existing race
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remedies law and much more" (1510). Similar to CRT, LatCrit uses storytelling.
Stefancic (1997) writes that, "[T]he stories often attempt to change the majoritarian
mindset, which many Latino/a scholars consider a key obstacle to the recognition of
injustice and implementation of racial reform" (1511 ). The use of storytelling when
addressing the issue of immigration can be use as a way to expose immigrant
oppression and imposition ofwhiteness. As Romero and Sanchez (2010) write,
"immigration reform is used as a way to exclude and punish immigrants of color and
to impose whiteness to those accepted into the country as legal aliens" (781 ).

A Tri-racial System of Classification
A white- non-white divide has characterized the bi-racial system in the United
States (Bonilla-Silva 2004) where people of color have shared many things. Yet, the
demographics have changed, caused by immigration flows, and intermarriage, among
other factors. In addition, the 2000 U.S. census, for the first time, allowed
respondents to choose as many racial categories as applied to them (932). Taking this
into consideration, Bonilla-Silva (2004) proposes the emergence of a tri-racial system
of white, "honorary white", and "collective black", one that shares similarities with
many Latin American countries (932). A tri-racial system would allow white
immigrants to fit into the white category while light-skinned immigrants would fall
into the "honorary white" category. In contrast, those immigrants with darker
complexions would remain in the black or "collective black" category, as labeled by
Bonilla-Silva (2004). Thus, immigrants with lighter complexions would have greater
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economic and social advancement than those with darker complexions. In addition,
this can have an impact in the collectivity of immigrants.
As immigrants migrate into the United States, they encounter a range of new
concepts. When it comes to identity, immigrants have to moderate their
understanding and interpretation of such. Immigrants can adopt many identities that
would reflect their experiences. Critical Race Theory, Latino Critical Theory, and the
notion of a "Tri-racial system" help frame my examination of IRCA first-generation
Mexican immigrants to find out how they perceive their identity and how postimmigration factors framed the social construction of these perceptions.

DATA AND METHODS
Moving to the United States was, and still is quite an experience. As I settled
in North San Diego County, I experienced culture shock and always compared towns
like Oceanside, Vista, San Marcos and Escondido to my hometown of Mexico City. I
guess I was used to the chaotic life style of a big city. Throughout the years, I have
learned to respect the rich history of the area and the influence of Mexican culture
here and near border towns.
As I became more involved in the community, I was able to talk to many
people from many backgrounds and learned of their personal stories. Such stories
related to their immigrant experiences. As an immigrant myself, I became interested
in personal narratives of immigrants and the more that I asked, the more I began to
notice similar stories or patterns. One of those similarities was hearing about IRCA
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and its effect on migration flows. The more I explored, I realized that it was the
foundation for many of us. It was the founding stone for our own experiences as
immigrants in this country.
Deciding about a topic was a difficult process since I am very passionate
about many issues affecting immigrants- education, immigration law, politics, social
movements, race and identity, etc. Yet, I believe giving a voice to those that do not
have an outlet is essential to create policy or eliminate stereotypes about immigrants.
For this study, I am giving voice to first-generation Mexican immigrants. Their
stories can serve as a lesson for future policy and for us to learn from such
expenences.
Setting
This study takes place in North San Diego County- Vista, San Marcos and
Escondido. It is a conservative area where such conservatism has influenced, and
continues to influence, policy-making and local politics. The irony is that cities like
Vista, San Marcos and Escondido have more than 40 percent Mexicana/o I Latina/a
populations. It is a significant percentage, yet this population lacks political
representation in local politics.
For example, immigrant communities have seen a rise of anti-immigrant
legislations. In 2006, Vista, CA passed and implemented an ordinance banning day
laborers from seeking employment within city limits, unless perspective employers
first registered with the city. In Escondido, CA, politicians have targeted
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undocumented immigrants by trying to implement a rental ban that would have made
it illegal to rent to undocumented immigrants. This last ban was ruled
unconstitutional. Yet, Escondido city officials have made it public that they would
target undocumented immigrants in their city. In addition, throughout North San
Diego County, a rise of police checkpoints has been noted over the years where
police agencies work together with Immigration and Custom Enforcement (ICE).
Immigrant communities around North San Diego County live in constant fear of
deportation, a phenomenon that is seen at a national level. The national antiimmigrant sentiment is attributed to the government failure to deal with the issue of
immigration.
Process

For this study, I used a qualitative methodological approach to explore the
experiences and narratives of six first-generation Mexican immigrants. Participants
were selected by random, snowball, and convenience sampling strategies. Participants
interviewed in person were asked to share their narratives addressing their immigrant
experience. Once participants were identified, they were asked for a safe place to
conduct the interviews and all the interviews were conducted at the participant's
homes. Each interview lasted, on average, from 45 minutes to one hour, the longest
lasting close to two hours. Interviews were conducted in Spanish and then translated
into English. It is important to note that some of the things said during the interviews
cannot be translated accurately. For those instances, I offer a close translation to the
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meaning of what immigrants were trying to convey. I conducted the interviews with a
set of structured questions (see appendix for questions) yet, as interviews evolved, I
began to conduct the interviews semi-structurally.
To facilitate participant ease, I shared my personal narrative as a firstgeneration Mexican immigrant. This allowed me to create that connection and trust so
people could open up, and share their personal narratives. I conducted six interviews
between August and December 2009.
As I began my study, I started to contact individuals by asking friends and
family members if they knew participants for my research. The process was not easy
since many canceled their participation. Eventually, I was able to contact my
participants and conduct my interviews.
Data Analysis

Interviews were digitally recorded and later transcribed. During the initial
transcription process, many themes began to emerge- migration processes, social
networks, employment, and language, to name just a few. After the initial
transcription, individual interviews were coded for themes. Interviews were revisited
several times for repetitive themes which reflect the categories used in the findings
section of this study. Analysis followed that involved interpretative interation through
which the themes emerged from the data (Denzin 2001 ).
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Participants
Participants for this research consisted of immigrants who regularized their
immigration status to one of legal residency with the passage of the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA). Most participants arrived and settled in
North San Diego County prior to the passage ofiRCA. Out of the six participants,
only two individuals arrived elsewhere and moved to North San Diego County a few
years later after immigration reform. Participants consisted of three males and three
females with diverse backgrounds.

Brief background on Participants
Sofia 1 makes a living by cleaning houses and is a manager of an apartment
complex. She moved to the United States in 1979. Elizabeth is a former elementary
teacher from Puebla, Mexico, and arrived to the United States in 1987. Pedro, a
former member ofthe Mexican Armed Forces, is a retired construction worker who
migrated to the U.S. in 1986. Another particpant is Antonio, who arrived to the U.S.
at the age of 18 and lived in the canyons ofMt. Carmel. He is currently a selfemployed landscaper. Maria is from Oaxaca, Mexico. At an early age, she moved to
Mexico City and eventually moved to the United States in 1985. Lastly, Luis works at
a local medical supply factory. Luis moved to the U.S. in the early 1980's. It is
important to note that this study uses pseudonyms, instead of original names, to
protect the identity of participants.

1

The name of participants have been changed to protect the identity of individuals and their families
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Tabl e 4 L.ISt 0 f Parti Clpan
Age

Level of
Education

Year of
Arrival

Sofia

Hometown
San Luis Potosi,
Mexico

47

Elementary

1979

Elizabeth

Puebla, Mexico

52

Some College

1987

Pedro

Puebla, Mexico

57

Elementary

1986

Mexico City

46

High School

1983

Oaxaca, Mexico

48

Elementary

1985

Michoacan, Mexico

53

Elementary

1980

Name

Antonio
Maria
Luis

FINDINGS
Prior to the passage of IRCA, government officials were concerned with the
high influx ofundocumented immigration into the United States. By 1981, the United
State started dealing with this politicized problem by implementing amendments to
the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952. For example, under such amendments,
immigrants were restricted access to public benefits unless those seeking assistance
were legal permanent residents; Housing and Urban Development (HUD) benefits
and severe restriction to Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) (United
States Citizen and Immigration Services, 1). Politicians believed that social/public
benefits were attracting undocumented immigration into the United States and
believed that restrictions to public benefits would deter further influx of immigrants.
This was not the case. Social and economic turmoil kept affecting Latin American
countries and many sought a peaceful and better life in the U.S. This led to the
passage ofthe Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
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First-generation IRCA immigrants offer a unique perspective. They have been
in the country for more than two decades, witnesses to these significant changes.
Participants in this study shared a common experience- a migration experience. The
following section tells the story of six IRCA beneficiaries and how they view
themselves within the racial dichotomy of the United States.

Quien Soy? Who am I?
The issue of identity is a very complex issue for immigrants, including firstgeneration Mexican immigrants. Immigrants can embrace on various characteristics
like language, food, or region to name a few. Such characteristics can be the basis of
having or embracing a pan-ethnic identity or a transnational identity. When I asked
participants as to how they would identify themselves, their responses supported past
research, which finds a preference for national orgin group indentification and the
rejection of pan-ethnic identities. What also emerged, however, is the importance of
interracial interactions in shaping self conciousness .. When I asked Sofia how she
would identify herself, she responded,
Soy Hispana ... Porque vengo de Mexico mas que nada y mis padres son
Mexicanos. Aunque sea ciudadana Americana soy Hispana.
I'm Hispanic ... Because I'm from Mexico regardless and my parents are from
Mexico. Even though I am an American citizen, I'm Hispanic.

For Sofia, her identity takes on a current racial label for Latinos in the United States.
Yet, she associates nationality with such a label. At the same, she acknowledged that
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she is an American citizen but reaffirmed that she is Hispanic. When I asked her
about the fust time she was exposed to the term Hispanic, she said,
Cuando empece a llenar papeles para poner a mis hijas en la escuela, porque
ahi le preguntan a uno que tipo de raza es. Recuerdo que siempre ponia
Mexico Americana.

It was when I begun to fill up paperwork to enroll my daughters in school
because is there where they ask you about your race. I remember that I would
always use Mexican-American.
For Sofia, contact with sociopolitical institutions, in this case school, was the first
time that she encountered the race question. The term Mexican-American was used as
a racial classifier but, as she became familiar with terminologies, she started to use
the term Hispanic. Similar to Sofia's response, Elizabeth used the term "Hispanic"
when addressing the race question.
In talking about the census, and how she was going to classify herself, she
responded,
Hispana ... porque somos de otro pais y eso no nos cambia el hecho que
hayamos migrado aca.

Hispana ... because we are from another country and that does not change the
fact that we migrated here.
Elizabeth associates the term Hispanic with being foreign. Pedro also discussed which
term he would use in the Census and he responded:
Puedo escribir Hispano pero soy indigena ... Soy indigena porque asi es como
me siento. Si escribo hispano, diria que estoy aceptando las costumbres de los
espafioles
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I can write Hispanic but I'm indigenous ... I'm indigenous because that's how I
feel. If I write Hispanic, It would say that I'm in favor of the ways imposed by
the Spaniards.
Perdo rejected commonly used racial classifiers like the term Hispanic. He associated
the term Hispanic with being from Spain. Similar to Pedro, Antonio had a clear
understanding of his own identity, which manifested when I asked him about the
census and how he would classify himself.
Soy mexicano. No uso Latino ni hispano. No me identifico con eso porque
naci en Mexico ... Nunca eh dejado de ser mexicano. Nunca eh querido ser
Americana, soy Mexicano y asi me identifico y me siento. Porque lo unico
que eh tratado de hacer es aprender. ... Y eso que me preguntas hay gente que
se pierde, porque quieren ser quienes no son. Para mi eso lo tuve muy presente
que tu no puedes cambiar. Tu eres quien eres. El unico cambio va ah estar en
tu desarrollo, en tu refinamiento como persona y ser humano.

I'm Mexican. I don't use Latino or Hispanic. I don't identify which such terms
since I was born in Mexico ... I've never stopped being Mexican. I never
wanted to be American. I'm Mexican and that's how I identify myself and feel.
All that I have done is to learn ... What you asking me other people that forget
about themselves because they want to be someone who they are not. I always
had that present, you can't change. You are who you are. The only change is
going to happen in your development, and refinement as an individual and
human being.
Antonio felt strongly about his self-identification and rejected current racial
classifiers. For participants, nationality was a commonly used term when dealing with
the issue of race. The narratives in this section corroborate current research on
identity among immigrants. Foreigness becomes part of their own identity and allows
participants to embrace strongly their country of origin.
Identity formation among immigrants can also be shaped by contact with
other racial groups. Racial contact can also reaffirm immigrant notions of foreigness
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therefore embracing strongly nationality as a racial classifer and part of their own
idenity.
Racial Contact and Identity
Contact with different racial groups can create casual interactions. Since Sofia
works cleaning houses, she already had contacts with regular clients who eventually
introduced her to other employers of different races.
Digamos que en el trabajo . .. un dia conoci un Afroamericano y solo fue un
encuentro que nos presentaron.

Let's say that at work .... one day I met an African American and it was just an
encounter because we got introduced to each other.
For Sofia, race contact was common through work since where she lives is an
area that is predominantly Mexican/Latino. When I asked her about the interaction
with other racial groups, she responded that contact was limited to greeting each other
with no deep conversations. She also mentioned an interaction with a past AfricanAmerican neighbor.
Era buena. No era una relaci6n estrecha ... solo una comunicaci6n basica de
saludos- hola y adios.

It was good. It wasn't as close .. .just basic communication- hello and goodbye.
When I asked Elizabeth if she had previous contact with other races, she said with
"Salvadorefios" (Salvadorans). She also said that her first contact was with a
Japanese-American.
En el trabajo. La primera vez que yo vine fue con unajaponesa. Pero muy
buena persona.
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At work. It was the first time I came over here. It was a Japanese lady. Good
person.
Elizabeth was only able to interact with Asian and Whites at her place of
employment. In comparison to Sofia and Elizabeth's responses, Pedro also
commented that when he moved to North County he meet an Asian woman who
helped them with a place to live:
Conocimos a estas sefiora Asiatica y pienso que le caimos bien. T erminamos
viviendo en su duplex. Ella tambien me dio la idea de ir a vender al swapmeet.
(I: En que afio fue esto). Fue como en el 87 o 88. Nos rento el Lugar primero y
luego terminamos comprandolo.
Conocimos a estas sefiora Asiatica y pienso que le caimos bien. Terminamos viviendo
en su duplex. Ella tambien me dio la idea de ira vender al swapmeet. (I: En
que afio fue esto). Fue como en el 87 o 88. Nos rento el Lugar primero y luego
teroinamos comprandolo.

We meet this Asian lady and I guess we liked her right away. We ended up
moving into her duplex. She gave the idea about selling at the swap meet (I:
What year was this). It was 87 or 88. She rented us the place at first but then
we bought it.
Furthermore, Pedro labeled Mexicans as being a mixture of races and made a
comparison to Asians. His response:
Los Asiaticos sobreguardan su raza y se mantienen originates. Si no
hubieramos tenido la invasion de los Espa:fioles ahorita tuvieramos una raza
pura ... Eramos una raza pura pero desafortunadamente ya no ... En el periodo
de los Aztecas, Mayas, Incas, sociedades eran fuertes. Eran razas puras ... Soy
indigena pero todavia tengo conexi6n con otras razas.

Asians preserve their race as to remain original. If we wouldn 't have the
invasion ofSpaniards or others, we would have a pure race ... We were a pure
race but unfortunately we are not ... During the period of the Aztecs, Mayans,
Incas, societies grew to be powerful... they were pure races ... I'm an
indigenous individual but I still have that connection with other races.
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Since Pedro sees himself as indigenous, his romanticism about the conquest of
Mexico reflects his comparison to Asians. He did not specify which subgroup within
the Asian category but my assumption is that he was referring to Japanese or Chinese
individuals, based on the training he received while in the Mexican Army.
Furthermore, referring to "raza pura (pure race)" takes on a biological, racist ideology,
as an interpretation of race rather than as a social construct. His comparison of
Mexicans to Asians was also influenced by his first contact upon arrival to the U.S.
since it was the person who helped him to get a place to stay and who suggested
employment opportunities.
Pedro's contact with other racial groups was not limited. Eventually, his wife
Rocio commented on contact and interaction with a former African-American
neighbor. Rocio stated that she had negative views about her neighbor, but changed
once she had contact. The story of "the Roses" is a story of racial contact and
interaction:
Yo tenia unas rosas bien bonitas en mi jardin pero un dia todas empezaron a
morirse. Por mi actitud, les eche la culpa a los vecinos. Esa misma semana mi
vecino, un Afro Americana, me trajo una botellita con un liquido. No nos
podiamos comunicar pero el apuntaba a las rosas y las empez6 a rosear.
Despues de ese dia, cambia mi forma de pensar sobre otras razas y mire que
tienen buen coraz6n.

I used to have nice and beautiful roses in my front yard but from one day to
the next all started to die. Because of my attitude, I blamed the neighbors. The
same week my neighbor, an African- American man, brought me a sprayer
with some type of liquid. We couldn't communicate but he pointed at the roses
and he started spraying them. After that incident, I changed my mind about
other races and saw that they have a good heart.
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After the roses were sprayed with the liquid, they started to bloom again. This
incident was key for Rocio since this incident made her change her attitudes and
stereotypes about other races. Instead of having just casual contact, her first contact
was significant
For Antonio, his experience with race was similar to Sofia and Elizabeth.
Contact with other races was casual via employment and continues to be:
Despues de trabajar tantos aftos en el campo, mi determinacion era hablar
Ingles que uno de mis jefes me dio un libro con lo basico (refiriendose al
Ingles). Desde ahi pude conocer mas gente ... con el Ingles limitado que podia
hablar. Y pues ahora que trabajo enjardineria conozco diferente gente y de
diferente razas.

After working years in the fields, I was so determined in speaking English to
the point that one of my bosses gave me a book with basics (making reference
to English). There after I met so many people ... you know with the limited
English that I was able to speak. Now that I do yard work meet different
people from different races.
For assimilationists, language is a sign of assimilation into a host society.
Antonio interpreted language as being the tool for interacting with more people, as
well as better job opportunities. This is reflected by in his comparison of working as a
gardener instead of working in the fields. When he compares working the fields to
doing yard work, Antonio sees the class differentiation and status of having a better
job. Ultimately, speaking the language allowed him to have contact with other races.
Racial contact among participants for this study has been characterized as
casual via employment opportunities. The experiences of those with greater contact
and interaction with other races can be interpreted as more significant and meaningful.
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For example, Rocio's contact has a great impact on her racial views and her own
interpretation and understanding about the concept of race.
Interaction and contact are not the only factors that can influece and contribute
to racial meaning and identity. Media outlets can have a significan influence on
society, and how race is represented in such outlets.
Media Representations and Identity

As immigrants become familiar with an American culture and begin to adapt,
immigrants become exposed to different mediums of socialization that can shape their
way of thinking, therefore, their own identity. For participants in this study, media
outlets and social interactions allowed them to create and shape their own identity, as
well as, the ways in which they perceive others. For example, Maria used television
programs or news to create an opinion about other races:
Ay no ... hoy en dia hay muchos robos, asaltos. Esos gueros y negros estan
locos. Siempre los miras en las noticias. A mi me da mucho miedo salir a la
calle. Cosas malas pueden pasar. El otro dia dos mocosos se estaban peleando
en una tienda. Uno era un Mexicano y el otro un negrito. Mejor le dije ami
hija, vamonos rapido.
Now days, there is robberies, assaults. Whites and Blacks are crazy. You
always see them on the news. I'm always scared to go out. Bad things could
happen. The other day two teenagers were fighting at a store. One was
Mexican and the other was Black. I told my daughter to leave right away.
For Maria, racial depitcitions in the media influenced her way of seeing other racial
groups, which affected common chores like going to the store. Media representations
of race can take on stereotypical assumptions that reflect society as a whole. It is also
important that Maria' s gendered experiences allowed her to interpret images seen on
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television. In comparison, Elizabeth prefers not to watch the news because of all the
negativity. She explains,
Cuando me siento a mirar la television son las novelas o .... programas de
recreacion (I: z,Como que?) Don Francisco ... Sabado Gigante ... (I:z, Mira
noticias?) Antes miraba mas, ahora ya no ... pasan cosas muy tristes que
prefiere uno mejor no enterarse verdad por lo triste que es verdad. Aunque si
es interesante saber que es lo que pasa al rededor de uno pero ahi cosas muy
tristes.

When I watch TV, I watch soap operas o ... recreational programs (1: Like
what?) Don Francisco ... Sabado Gigante .. (!: Do you watch the news?) Before,
I did often but now not really ... sad situations happen that I prefer not to know
because it is so sad. Even though it is interesting to know what is going on in
your surroundings but there are many sad news.
For Elizabeth, recreational programs were outlets that shielded her from the outside
world. In the case of Antonio, over the years, he had many interaction with other
races and formulated his opinions by hearing others and media representation. I asked
him about his opinion about African-Americans and he said,
No tenia ninguna opinion de ellos ni nada, nada mas era lo que escuchaba ...
Que le gustaba la droga, que les gustaba robar y que andaban mucho en
crimen

I did not have an opinion about them. It was just what I heard from
others ... That they liked drugs, robbed, and be involved in crime.
I asked him where he heard those comments and replied,
La gente, la television y pues es asi que formabas esa idea. Entonces no me
puedo junar con ellos. Luego me toco conocer a uno de ellos y dije "no pues
es gente normal, igual que nosotros. Es cuando te empiezas a dar cuenta que
como en todas las razas ahi de todo. Es como si dijeran, todos los mexicanos
son cholos.

I would hear it from people and television. So, it was how you created that
idea of not hanging out with them. Then, I was able to meet one of them. So, I
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said, "they are normal people, same as us." It is when you realize that within
all races there is a little of everything. Similar like saying, "all Mexicans are
cholos (gang members). "
Antonio's identity and perception about other races seems to be influenced by
interaction with others and media representations of race. Similarly, television and
interaction with others have influenced Luis' perception about others. I asked Luis
about his favorite programs on television and he said,
Por lo regular miro muchos deportes. Pero eso si, todas las naches tengo que
ver las noticias. (I: Que es lo que le interesa o ve en las noticias?) De lo que
pasa en la comunidad y pues tenemos que estar bien informados. Aunque
pasan muchas noticias malas que esta persona esto u lo otro. (I: Que tipo de
personas ve ahi?) La mayoria de las personas son negras pero tambien los
Latinos son malos. El otro dia iba manejando y mire un muchachito negro que
tenia su ropa bien grande y le dije ami esposa mira ese muchacho se viste
como en la tele.

I always watch sports but every night I have to watch the news. (I: What are
you interested o see on the news?) I'm interested about community news. We
have to be well informed, even though, most are negative .. .. this person this
and that. (I: What kind ofpeople do you see?) Most of them are Black but
Latinos are bad too. The other day I was driving and saw a Black teenager
who was wearing baggy clothing and told my wife, "look he dresses like the
ones on TV"
Similar to Maria's anecdote, Luis' perception about other racial groups has been
influenced by television images. Not only media outlets or the interaction with others
can shape your identity and perception about others. Language is also important in
shaping one' s identity and understanding of the concept ofrace.
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Language

Language can become a buffer between race and identity. For example, for
Antonio, language allowed him to explore whiteness by interacting with whites who
he called "Anglosajoes."
Los mismos Americanos que me presentaban con amigos de ellos. Cuando
empeze aprender ingles me empeze a meter al mundo anglosajon mucho, por
el idioma. (1: En que sentido te refieres al mundo anglosajon?) Si, pordecir el
mundo anglosajon se mantienen lugares donde nuestra raza no visita mucho.
Por ejemplo, restauranes donde la gente va bien vestida ... nuestra raza nova
ah esos lugares. Empeze hacer amistades anglosajonas y me invitaban entrar
en ese mundo. Es cuando empeze aver como pensaban, como se
comportaban, que decian, todo. Me ayudo mucho para ajustarme a las
posibilidades que ahi aqui.
Whites would introduce me to their friends. When !learned English, I began
to immerse myself into a white culture because ofthe language. (I: Explain
what you mean by white culture). Yeah, within a white culture, there are
places where our people do not go. For example, restaurants where you have
to dress nicely ... our people are not exposed to those places. I began to
interact with whites and they allowed me to enter such places. That's when I
was able to see their way of thinking, how they behaved, what they would say.
It helped me to adjust to the opportunities of this country.
Antonio's anecdote reflects how language was used to explore white spaces and
interact with whites in shaping his views about others. His anecdote reflects the
impact of such on his identity. Furthermore, Antonio's interaction with Whites caused
him to question his own people and lack of interaction with White culture.
As immigrants navigate through the host society, create racial meanings and
shape their own identity, immigrant experiences like crossing the border and
discrimination can also have an impact on immigrant identities.
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Motivation and Strategies to Cross the Imaginary Line
IRCA immigrants shared in common having crossed the border, yet all had
different experiences doing so. Sofia crossed the border several times prior to fixing
her immigration through IRCA. Sofia walked through the border two different times
to reach her destination in the United States. Her third time was different since she
crossed in a car and she said,
La tercera vez fue cuando me agarraron aqui ... y fue mas facil porque pase por
la linea en carro ... Ami no me preguntaron nada y la persona que venia
conmigo solo presento sus papeles. Me paso como su esposa porque trajimos
a Leticia (refrriendose a su hija mayor) chiquita.
The third time got apprehended ... and it was easier because I crossed the
border in a car ... They did not ask me anything and the person who was
driving just showed his papers. I crossed as his wife because we had Leticia
who was little (making reference to her oldest daughter).

Sofia's experience highlights some ofthe strategies used to cross the border. The first
time she crossed the border was in 1979 and, thereafter, she crossed several times as
she returned to Mexico to visit family members.
In comparison, Pedro had a different experience crossing the border. Instead
of moving to the United States, Pedro established residency in Mexicali, Baja
California, :\1exico, where he had most of his social networks as a former member of
the Mexican Army. Having high political influence, Pedro was able to obtain a VISA
for his wife so she could cross and work in the United States. He recalls when his
wife obtained her VISA:
El me dio trabajo [refiriendose a un contacto que tenia dentro de la secretaria
de gobemaci6n de Mexico] gracias a dios que me dio trabajo. Gracias a el mi
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mujer arreglo su pasaporte, teniamos 6 meses que llegamos de Mazatlan. Es
muy dificil cuando llegas a una frontera si tu no tienes arraigo o
documentos que aval en que eres residente de ahi ... y no puedes agarrar una
forma 13 para un pasaporte porque no tienes el arraigo. Me acuerdo que su
acta de nacimiento era temporal. Era una de esas copias.

He gave me work [making reference to his contact who was an official within
the Mexican government] and thank god that he gave me work. Thanks to him
my wife was able to get a passport and VISA. It was like 6 months after
arriving from Mazatlan [to Mexicali} It is very difficult ifyou don't have
documentation that proves that you are resident of the area. I even remember
that the birth certificate was provisional and to get a passport you needed the
original.
For Pedro, having social networks within the Mexican Government allowed him to
expedite the process and not to encounter a bureaucratic obstacle when seeking a
passport and VISA for his wife. Ultimately, such a process would benefit Pedro and
his wife to gain residency in the United States. Yet, at first, Pedro was resistant to get
his passport and move to the United States:
Esa es la cosa que yo no quise. Yo no queria nada con los giieros. Yo deda
que los giieros se fueran ala chingada... yo no queria nada con los giieros. Ese
dia yo hubiera arreglado pasaporte junto con ella ... porque me dijo "y tuque?
Y tu acta traela andale." No, yo no quiero nada con los glieros.

That's the thing, I did not wanted to. I did not wanted to do anything with
glieros [Making reference to Anglos]. I would say for giieros to "go to hell '.. .I
did not wanted to do anything with them. The same I would of gotten my
passport with her ... he told me "What about you? Go get your birth
certificate. " I said, "I don 't want anything to do with gueros. "
Then, Pedro told me about about his experiences crossing the border:
Yo me brincaba y agarraba trabajo de este lado, pues como se hacer cosillas.
Yo me acuerdo que vine a trabajar por medio de un primo de ella que le dijo,
"yo conozco all a" ... y pues el trabaj aba de cocinero. El me de cia, "vente
brincate" y yo me brincaba y hasta eso lo hacia de juego. Si, me brincaba los
domingos en la noche o en la manana.
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En aquel tiempo era facil. Yo burlaba a la migra y luego estaba bien joven,
era buen corredor y pues qui en me ganaba a correr. .. no, no me ganaban.
Pues me brincaba bien facil. Con el tiempo llegue al grado de tener un carro
de este lado. Lo dejaba estacionado y me salia por la puerta normal, pues
para alla no tenia que brincar. Salia y me venia con mi familia, despues me
brincaba y agarraba mi carro y me iba a trabajar. Y asi le hice por anos.

I would cross and would get a job on this side since I'm a handyman. I
remember that I came over to work because of her cousin who told me "I'm
familiar with the US" ... he worked as a cook. He would tell me, "cross
over, " so I would cross and to me was like a game. Yes, I would cross
Sunday nights or in the morning.
Back then it was simple. I would taunt la migra [border patrol] and was very
young. I was a good runner and who would do it better ... no one would win
over me. So, I would cross very easily. As time past by, I ended up having a
car on this side. I would leave it parked and would exit normally [making
reference to the port of entry], to leave I didn't have to cross. I would come
and go with my family, then would cross, get my car and go to work. I did it
for years.
Pedro's experience differs from other immigrants. For Pedro, it was simple and easy
to the point that he took it as a game. In comparison, Antonio's experience of
crossing the border was more difficult. Prior to moving to the U.S., Antonio's father
Lazaro had made a previous trip to the United States, leaving Antonio as the head of
household back in Mexico. Antonio was expected to do so because he is the oldest of
his family. Not only did Antonio have to support himself, but also his mother,
brothers, and sisters. I asked Antonio whether he had any relatives or friends prior to
moving to the United States (aside from his father Lazaro who had travel to the U.S
before). He replied:
Mi padre tenia un hermano quien vivia en Tijuana y trabajaba de este lado
[refiriendose a los Estados Unidos] ... pero no pienso que fue por el que
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emigramos. El escucho esa idea de un vecino ... ode alguien que el conocia,
no me recuerdo exactamente pero no pienso que haya sido por su hermano.

My father had a brother who lived in Tijuana and who worked here (making
reference to the US) ... but I don't think it was because of him that we
migrated. He actually heard about the idea of migrating to the United States
through a neighbor ... or someone that he knew I don't remember exactly but I
don't think it was because of his brother.
Then, Antonio told me about his first experience crossing the border, which he
described as follows:
Esa primera vez fue sobrevivencia. Tu sabes que estas en peligro y lo
presientes, lo vez, todo lo que traes en esos momentos es el quiero llegar,
tengo que llegar, tengo que sobrevir y puedes hacer cosas que ni tu mismo
sabes que puedes hacer ... correr tanto, aguantar frios, es donde entra la
sobrevivencia. Llegas con eso y con eso te mantienes hasta donde tienes que
llegar. .. Nos agarro un par de veces la migra, te regresas no conoses nada, no
conoces Tijuana y no tienes dinero para Hamar. .. tienes que conseguir dinero.
Es algo que te hace entrar en otro tipo de consiencia. Donde empieza tu
realidad, donde te empiezas a despertar. Te dices, "yo no sabia que hiba a
estar aqui" o "no sabia que hiba a pasar esto." En la sobreviviencia, tu
mecanisme de defensa te dice "sobrevives." No sufres pero andas asustado,
andas defendiendote nada mas. No puedes sentarte a llorar ni a lamentarte
sino hacer lo que tienes que hacer para llegar a donde tienes que llegar. Nunca
me senti victima de algo, solo estaba sobreviviendo.

The first time was survival. You know that you are in danger and you sense it,
you see it ... all you think of is to get there, I have to get there, I have to survive
and you can do things that you don't even know that you can do ... to run a lot,
to tolerate a cold whether, and that is where survival takes effect. You arrive
with such strategy and you maintain it until you get whatever you have to
go ... We got apprehended a couple of times by "la migra, "you return without
knowing anything, you don't know Tijuana and you don't have money to make
a call ... you have to get money somehow. It is something that makes you be so
conscious. It is where your reality begins, where you awake. You tell yourself,
"I didn't know I was going to be here" or "I didn't know this was going to
happen." Your survival strategy or self-defense mechanism tells you, "You
must survive. " You don't suffer but you are scared, and you defend yourself
You can't sit down and cry nor lament about your situation, rather think what
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is that you have to do to get to your destination. I never felt victimized. I was
just surviving.
His desire to cross to the United States allowed Antonio to apply a survivalist
strategy. Then, I asked Antonio to describe his feelings when crossing the border and
said,
En mi caso fue una sorpresa tremenda. Yo me imaginaba aqui diferente,
desafortunadamente donde llegue no habia nada. Lo unico que mire eran
campos y continuas despertando y dices "donde me voy a dormir." Estaba
peor de cuando estaba alla (refiriendose a su casa en Mexico), ahora no tengo
donde dormir. Dices, "tengo que hacer una casita de estos palos y pl<isticos."
Te empieza a sorprender todo y empiezas analizar de lo mucho de lo que
pensabas era un suefio. Entonces note queda otra que seguir sobreviviendo.
Miras a tu alrededor a los demas y dices no pues estan bien. Pero como
pueden estar bien si no hay bafios, ni donde dormir y te preguntas de que se
trata esto. Entras en ese ambiente y te tienes que ajustar quieras o no quieras.

For me, it was a big surprise. I imagined this to be different, unfortunately,
where I arrived there was nothing. I just saw fields and started thinking
"where am I going to sleep." I'm worst here than over there [making
reference to his house in Mexico}, now I don't have a place to sleep. You tell
yourself, "!have to do a shelter from these woods and plastic tents. " It starts
to surprise you and you begin to analyze then, you realize that all you were
thinking was just a dream. You have no choice but to survive. You look
around, you see others, and you say that it is fine. But, how can you be ok if
there are no restrooms nor a place to stay and you question it. You get into
that situation and you have to adapt regardless.
Antonio's experience and realization of dispair was unique among participants yet,
coping strategies and interaction with others helped Antonio to overcome such
misery. With sadness in his face he said,
Ahora que recuerdo, te cuestionas si lo harias otra vez ... vi vir por meses y
afios sin agua, baiios ... fue diffcil
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Now that I remember, you question yourself as to whether you would do it
again ... living for months and sometimes years without water, restrooms ... it
was tough.
Thinking about his experience made Antonio question if he would do it again. One of
his greatest motivations to stay and to migrate was family. He said,
Nunca fue una intenci6n personal, como que voy ira que para trabajar para
comprarme unos zapatos nuevos o un carro nuevo, si no fue para darle a la
familia algo mejor en general. Nunca fue algo asi como de "yo quiero" no, si
no "necesitamos." Y habia varios hermanos chicos, pues se sentia la
obligaci6n, bueno yo lo sentia asi de proveerles a ellos y que tuvieran algo
meJor.
My intention was not personal, as to get a job and buy me some shoes or a
new car, it was to provide something better for my family. It was not like "I
want" (referring to himself), instead "for us." There were younger siblings so
I had the obligation; that's how I felt that I needed to provide for them and for
them to have something better.
Similar to Pedro's wife, Elizabeth used a VISA to cross to the United States.
Having this document made it easier for Elizabeth to cross regularly. Eventually, her
husband was able to regularize his immigration status via IRCA:
Yo la primera vez que vine no trabaje casi. Vine primero porque yo vine con
pasaporte. Venia por ocho meses, pero no me acostumbre y me regrese. Mi
esposo se fue pero regrese otra vez. AI poco tiempo que mi marido se vino,
antes que yo, el arreglo por la agricultura.
For me, the first time I did not work. I had a passport (VISA). I would come
for eight months, did not get used to this country and would go back. My
husband ended up leaving too but he came back. When my husband migrated,
before me, he fixed his status through agriculture.
IRCA provisions related to agriculture benefited Elizabeth's husband. Elizabeth used
goals and aspirations as key motivators to migrate:
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Pues el ... yo tenia una profesion alla. Yo estaba ej erciendo una profesion all a.
Pero el. .. no tiene ninguna profesion y decidio venires porque tu sabes uno
siempre tiene suenos. Nuestra illusion siempre fue tener una casa, platicamos
y el decido venires para ver si era possible hacer una casa.
It was him ... I had a profession. I was practicing my profession. But him ... he
did not have a profession and decided to migrate because, as you know, we all
have dreams. Our dream has been always to have a house. We talked and he
decided to migrate to save and if there was the possibility to build a house.

In comparison, Maria, who was a single mother of two, migrated to the United States
in search ofbetter economic opportunities for her children, who she left with her
parents back in her hometown. I asked her to tell me about her experience crossing
the border:
Fue muy dificil tomar la decision de venir a los Estados Unidos. Tenia dos
hijos que mantener y eso me motivo a cruzarme para este lado. La primera vez
cruze con varias personas por el cerro. Todos eramos del mismo pueblo.
Recuedo ver las luces y muchas personas tratando de cruzar. Me acuerdo que
esa vez nos agarraron como tres veces ... pero tenias que cruzar porque
teniamos que cruzar.
It was difficult to make the decision to come to the US. I had two kids that I
needed to take care of and that was my motivation to migrate. The first time
several people, from the same town, crossed the border. I remember the
reflectors and many people trying to cross. That day, we got apprehended
several times ... but we needed to cross, regardless.
Antonio and Maria shared similar experiences in regards to apprehension while
crossing the border and using family as motivation in the decision-making to migrate
to the United States:
Emigre a los Estados Unidos porque tenia problemas econ6micos y como era
madre soltera tuve que tomar esa decision. Sabia que el tener un lugar a
donde llegar era un beneficia ... Para serte sincera, no creo que hubiera
emigrado sin tener algun contacto.
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I migrated to the United States because of economic troubles and as a single
mother had to make that decision. I knew that having a place to stay was
beneficial ... To be honest, I don't think I would have moved if those
connections were not here.
Similar to Maria's experience, Luis used family as factor to move to the U.S.
He wanted to provide a better future for them. Luis, originally from Michoacan,
Mexico, lived in Mexico City with his wife and three kids. He was doing so badly
economically that he decided to move back home. Once there, he was told about the
opportunities in the U.S.:
Era algo comun escuchar las historias que contaban las personas. Y yo me
decia, 'porque yo no.' En donde vi via era raro encontrar a alguien que no
conociera una persona que hubiera migrado. Y fue como decidi venir par los
Estados Unidos porque queria darle mas a mi familia.
Dos de mis amigos de la infancia se mudaron a Fresno en 1980. Me dijeron
que si me venia con ellos porque tenian un buen trabajo y me podrian
conseguir uno a mi tambien. Esa vez fue cuando decidi venirme porque esta
mal economicamente.

It was common to hear stories from other people. I would tell myself, "why
not me. " Where I lived, it was rare to find someone who didn 't know a person
that had migrated. I made my decision to come to the United States because I
wanted to give more to my family.
Two of my childhood friends moved to Fresno back in 1980. They told me that
I should go with them because they had a good job and that they could get me
one too. That was when I made my decision to move because I was doing
badly economically.
Then, he told me about his experience of crossing the border.
Fue en la madrugada, no recuerdo como a que hora pero era la madrugada.
Estabamos esperando la oportunidad para pasar con el cambio de guardia. Esa
vez nos pasamos varias personas del rancho y pagamos un coyote. La
distancia no era tan larga pero nos tomo como dos horas. Teniamos que
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escondernos, caminar, escondernos, caminar y al ultimo teniamos que esperar
al raitero. No era tan dificil silo comparamos ahora. Hoy tienen dizque luces
y sensores y toda la madre.

It was in the middle of the night. I don't remember what time but it was early.
We were waiting to cross until they switched posts. That day several of us,
from the same town, crossed by paying a "coyote" (smuggler). It was not far
but it took us like two hours. We had to hide ... walk ... hide again ... walk and at
the end wait for our ride. It was not as difficult if we compare it to today. Now,
they have so called reflectors, sensor and all that shit.
Immigrant narratives of crossing the border are diverse. Some immigrants
might have it easier than others might. Yet, all immigrant experiences in this study
had a common motivator to migrate to the U.S., which is part of an immigrant
identity- family. In addition, social networks were essential for immigrant settlement
and employment opportunities. Yet, once in the country, some IRCA immigrants
experienced dispair and suffering. Additionally, immigrants experienced
manifestations of discrimination that they had to negotiate within a "land of
opportunities." Such discriminatory practices reflected overall societal sentiments
about immigrants, one that sees them as foreign and unwelcomed.

Stories of Discrimination
Participants in this study experienced discrimination in different ways.
Sofia recalls an incident at a restaurant:
Estaba cuidando un nifio y estaba esperando mi comida por casi 45 minutes.
Pero note que otras mesas, despues que yo llegue, les daban su comida pronto.
La me sera pasaba junto a mi y no me decia nada. Le pregunte por mi comida
y lo que me dijo fue "horita regreso." Yo si le dije al manager y me sali.

I was taking care of a kid [as a babysitterJ and was sitting waiting for my food
over 45 minutes while other tables prior to mine were getting their food. The
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waitress passed by several times and nothing. I asked her for my food and all
she said was "I'll be back. " I complained to the manager and walked away.
When I asked Sofia about the treatment of immigrants over the decades, she said that
before it was much better than today. It was then when she touched on racism by
saymg,
Ultimamente, eh mirado mucho racismo. Te miran con odio [refiriendose a los
gueros] ... Como que te quieres pisotear, como si viniste para quitarles todo.
Asi me siento. Antes, yo iba a la tienda y me trataban bien, no como ahora. Eh
tenido muchisimas malas experiencias en diferentes lugares .... Un dia fui ala
tienda y pedi ayuda, me contestaron de mala manera ... fuerte ... como
diciendote espera si quieres.

Lately, I have seen a lot of racism. They look at you with anger [referring to
Whites] ... They want to step over you as ifyou came over to this country to
take away everything. That's how I feel. Before, I would go to the store and
people would treat me right, not like today. I have had many bad experiences
in different places ... One time, I went to the store and I asked for help and they
answered me in a bad manner, really harsh ... like telling you wait ifyou want.

Discrimination and racism not only affected participants in a direct manner, but also
indirectly. For example, Elizabeth talked about an incident of discrimination
experienced by her children:
Yo no pero mis hijos si. Una vez fueron a la tienda, en Solana, ya iban a pagar
por unos dulces y de repente la duena los llamo y les dijo ladrones. Ellos le
dijeron ala senora que no habian robado nada y que los revisara si queria. [1:
Era la senora gliera] Si, era Americana.

I haven 't but my children have. One time, they ended up going to a local store,
in Solana Beach, and they were about to pay for some candies when all the
sudden the owner called on them and referred to them as thieves. They told
the lady that they didn't steal anything and to check them ifshe wanted to. [1:
Was the lady Anglo/white] Yes, she was American.
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Elizabeth later told me that the owner of the store was always rude to the Mexican
kids in comparison to the whites. This example shows that immigrants might not
experience discrimination personally but they have plenty of examples from other
sources, including family and friends.
The use of stereotypes to discriminate against individuals is commonly used.
Many times mass media adds to such stereotypes by portraying individuals as
criminals. Pedro describes an incident driven by stereotypes in the area of Valley
Center:
Una vez estaba esperando ami patron porque no sabia como llegar
[refiriendose a su trabajo]. Estaba esperando afuera de mi ben (van), saque mi
loncherita y la puse afuera de mi carro ... me sente y de repente que llega la
placa. Esto fue en Valle Centro donde mucha gente adinerada vive ... El policia
me pregunto que estaba hacienda porque habian reportado a algo
sospechoso ... Eso pasa porque los gueritos tienen miedo de los Hispanos ... Si
te miran parado en un lugar por mucho tiempo ellos llaman ala placa ... Ellos
reaccionan por la manera que te miras.

Once, I was waiting for my boss because I didn 't know how to get there
[referring to his job site}. I was standing next to my van and took out my
lunch box and placed it outside my car ... I sat down and all the sudden the
police arrived. This was in Valley Center an area where a lot of wealthy
people live ... The police officer asked me what I was doing and that he
received a called for suspicious activity .. . That happened because whites are
scared of Hispanics .... If they see you standing at a particular place for a long
time, they will call the police ...the way you look makes them react.
Pedro's wife, Rocio, substantiated his story by saying,
Te trataron mal porque te veias Hispano. Por ejemplo, ellos te pueden parar
por tan solo verte Hispano.

You were treated badly because you were Hispanic. For example, police can
stop you just because you look Hispanic.
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According to Pedro, police agencies can focus on your personal appearance to harrass
individuals:
Como mi esposa estaba diciendo, ellos miran tu apariencia ... Los placas te
pueden parar por la manera que te miras pero no todos somas malos.
Like my wife is saying, they look at the way you look ... the police can stop you
according to the way you look but not everyone is a bad person.

Rocio also mentioned another incident they experienced with a police officer. It was
during a police traffic stop, where the officer alleged that Pedro was not wearing his
seat belt. As a result, he ended up getting extra charges:
Si, fue mi propia experiencia y no la comparti con nadie mas que mi
esposa ... me parece que el policia esperaba quitarme el carro pero para su
suerte tenia todo- licencia y aseguranza. Yo recuerdo que si tenia mi cintur6n
y que me lo quite para abrir la guantera. Pues a veces te lo tienes que quitar y
el oficial miro eso ... Nose porque me dio la multa porno tener el cintur6n.
Yeah, it was my own anecdote which didn't share with anyone except my
wife ... I think what the police officer was expecting was to take my car away
but to his luck I had everything- driver license, and insurance. I recall having
my sit bell on but took it off to open the glove compartment. In some cases,
you have to take offyour seat belt and the officer saw that ... ! don't know why
he gave me a ticket for not having a seat belt.

The seat belt incident was one of many with police agencies. He recalled another
incident during the early 1990's when leaders ofthe church, all well dressed and
driving nice cars, would visit him on a regular basis. He believes this was the reason
why the police showed up one morning:
Eran como las cinco de la mafiana y la policia se meti6 a la fuerza a la
cas a ... [con tristeza] y mis estaban sentadas en la sala esperado a su raite a la
iglesia porque tenia que ir al seminario antes de ir a la escuela ... Bueno, la
policia llego tirando puertas hasta yo me les pusey forcejeamos. Esposaron a
mi suegro, un amigo de la iglesia, a mi ... a todos. Ami hija Alma la tiraron en
el pi so ... ella tenia como 13. Los oficiales estaban gritando cos as racistas. Se
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dieron cuenta que se habian equivocado y todo lo que dijeron fue "Lo
sentimos mucho."

It was like 5am and police forcefully made their way into our house ... [with
sadness in his face} and my daughters were sitting in the living room waiting
for their ride to church for an early seminar before going to school... Well,
police arrived knocking down doors to the point that I stood up to them. They
handcuffed my father-in-law, a friend from church, me ... everybody. My
daughter Alma was thrown into the ground ... I think she was like 13. Officers
were screaming racial slurs. Finally, they realized that they had made a
mistake and all they said was "We are sorry. "
Consequently, Pedro was about to file a lawsuit but was pressured into not doing so
by leaders of his church congregation. Similar to Pedro's experience with law
enforcement, Antonio recalls having an incident with border patrol agents:
Cruzar la frontera no era tan diffcil en los ochentas pero si te agarraban te
intimidaban ... No recuerdo el afio pero despues de regresar de Mexico y
regresar a los Estado Unidos, cruzamos otra vez [refiriendose a personas que
vivian en los canones]. Fuimos desafortunados y nos agarraron varias veces
pero en una de esa veces un oficial nos empez6 a gritar que nos tiraramos al
suelo . .. y nos dijeron que si nos moviamos nos pegarian. Tambien nos
empezaron a decir mojados y que nos regresaramos de donde venimos.

Crossing the border was not as difficult back in the early 80 's but ifyou were
apprehended sometimes you were harassed by agents ... I don't remember the
year but after going back to Mexico and returning to the US, we crossed the
border [making reference to people he lived with in the canyons}. It was
unfortunate but we got apprehended several times and during one arrest the
officers started shouting for us to get to the ground ... and they told us that if
we moved that they would hit us. They also called us names like Mojados
(wetbacks) you should go back to where you are coming from.
In comparison to Antonio, Maria's incident took place when dealing with the
education system at her child's school. She was waiting for the receptionist to ask
about her child who was feeling sick. After sitting down for almost half an hour, a
person approached her and asked her if she needed help. Maria recalled the incident:
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Estaba esperando sentada como por media hora para hablar con la secretaria.
Me miro pero ni me puso atenci6n. Personas continuaban llegando despues de
mi y ellos si hablaban con la secretaria, pianos que ella los preferia a ellos
[refiriendose a los gueros].
I was waiting, sitting down for half and hour, to speak to the receptionist. She
saw me but didn't pay attention to me. Several people got there after me and
were able to talk to the receptionist who I think preferred to help the others
[making reference to white individuals].

In comparison, Luis described an incident at a store, after working long hours
in the field. He said that he was going to the store to buy groceries and other
household supplies. The incident took place at a local store where another Mexican
immigrant saw him as less of a person:
Entre a la marketa para comprar la despensa y otro cliente [era latino] se me
quedo mirando chistoso. Era una de esas miradas. Es dificil de explicar, y no
era mi mejor vestimenta porque acababa de salir de trabajar y si me hizo
enojar. Despues de ese incidente, siempre iba ami casa a cambiarme y
despues iba a la tienda.
I walked into the grocery store to buy supplies and other customer [who was
Latino] was looking at me in a funny way ... It was one of those looks ... I don 't
know but it is difficult to explain ... I was not looking my best because it was
after work but it made me real upset. After that incident, I would go home and
change first then go to the store.

Luis' experience at the local store had an emotional effect on him and it was
different from the rest of the anecdotes on discimination for IRCA immigrants. He
experienced discrimination from his own racial group. This shows the inergroup
conflict that exists among documented and undocumented immigrants. The way he
was dressed was significant enough for discrimination. The incident was so intense
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for him that he changed his routine after work to get home first, and then perform
daily chores.
These IRCA-era immigrants experienced discrimination in many ways. In
some instances, they interpreted this as based on the perception of them as
committing an invasion of white spaces. It is important to note that even if
immigrants do not experience discrimination directly, they can experience it
indirectly through family and friends. State agencies, like the police, were also part of
the discriminatory experience of IRCA immigrants in North San Diego County.
Immigrants are racialized within a system of oppression that sees them as foreign.
Foreigness became part of their everyday life experiences as immigrants and active
participants of U.S. society. These stories became part of an immigrant identity by
reinforcing their status as foreign. Discrimination also tends to reinforce group
belonging and attitudes against the host society. This can lead immigrants to embrace
the panethnic and transnational identities presented in the literature of immigration.
Additionally, this can be problematic for assimilation, since it can lead to
maintenance of a pluralist identity.
Assimilation and Cultural Pluralism

During the migration experience ofiRCA's first-generation Mexican
immigrants in North San Diego County, immigrants were able to create social
networks, which utilize immigrant settlement and for employment opportunities. In
terms of settlement into the host country, immigrants began to create social networks
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by associating themselves with other immigrants during their border crossing
experiences. Thereafter, they maintained these social networks to navigate the host
society. It is important to note the interconnectedness of social networks with
language, family connections, legality and home enclaves (Amuendo-Dorantes and
Mundra 2007; 850) which can create a bi-national or transnational identity.
Furthermore, once in the United States, social network can help immigrants to
determine destination points and internal migration (Donato et.al. 2007). As
immigrants became adapted to the host society, they were able to utilize social
networks to immerse themselves into white spaces that reminded them of their
foreigness through discrimination.
Nativist ideologies want immigrants to assimilate and to embrace the host
society's culture, values and beliefs. Participants in this study embraced a cultural
pluralist ideology through lived experiences and their identity formation in the United
States. Anecdotes reflected this pluralist approach by embracing an identity based on
country of origin and a constant reminder of being foreign.

CONCLUSION
By focusing on the narratives of six IRCA first-generation Mexican
immigrants in North San Diego County, the purpose of this study was to find out how
IRCA-era Mexican immigrants perceived their identity and how post-immigration
factors framed the social construction of these perceptions. Immigrant identity can be
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shaped and influeced by factors of belonging, their assimilatory process, intra-group
relations, media, language, familiy and discrimination.
Since the 1960's, Mexican immigrants have shown a drastic increase of its
population with a two-fold increment during the 1980's and 1990's. Similar to
previous research on overall Latinos, the stories of these first-generation Mexican
immigrants contradict a straight-line assimilation suggested by early assimilatonist
like Gordon (1964). Instead, it supports a segmented-assimilaroty process proposed
by Portes and Zhou (1993).
For the purpose of this study, Critical Race Theory served as foundation for
focusing on the racial identity of first-generation Mexican immigrants in North San
Diego County. The issue of race and identity is a complex issue for oveall immigrants
based on a dichomous divide of whiteness and blackness. As immigrants migrate into
the United States, they have to navigate within an oppressive system that labels them
as foreign, regardless of immigration status. Such labels contribute to the identity
formation of immigrants and their interaction with other racial groups. During the
adaptation process to the host society, first-generation immigrants created meaning
and rejected common terminology used by the host society. Instead, immigrants
embraced an identity based on their country of origin. Furthermore, contact with other
racial groups was determinant for shaping racial views, enhanced by negative and
stereotypical media representations. In terms oflanguage and identity, language was
used as a buffer between immigrant identity and negotiation and acceptance within
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the host society. Many factors, as such, can influence any part of one's identity. In the
case of first-generation immigrants in this study, their stories of border crossing had a
strong influence on their identity where it created strong feelings towards their
country of origin; therefore, it allowed them to reject current racial labels.
Additionally, complementing CRT with a Latino Critical Theory approach
allowed me to incorporate the immigration experiences to the overall past research of
Latinos in the United States. Immigrant experiences differ between migration waves.
In the case of first-generation IRCA Mexican immigrants, I argue that they served as
foundation for latter immigrant generations. Because Latinos have a strong tradition
of storytelling (Stefancic 1997: Romero and Sanchez 201 0), exploring the narratives
of IRCA immigrants allowed me to look at immigrant identity and the social factors
that contributed to them.
Despite their many years here, these immigrants continue to carry a label of
being foreign. Regardless of their strategies to incorporate into the host society and
maintaing identification with their countries of origin, they are not accepted. Using
Bonilla-Silva's notion of a "Tri-racial System," immigrants would fall into the
collective Black category, regardless of how they position themselves to whiteness.
SIGNIFICANCE
This study contributes to the overall literature of Latinos, specifically firstgeneration Mexican immigrants in North San Diego County, California. Current
literature on Latina/os has focused on second and latter generation, making this study
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important for future research. IRCA immigrants are important in the study of recent
migration waves since they benefited from the last open immigration policy that
granted many immigrants regularization of their status. Currently, immigration laws
take a restrictive approach since the passage of IIRIRA in 1996 and continue to
prevent allowing the regularization of millions of undocumented immigrants.
Focusing on the identity of first-generation Mexican immigrants in North San
Diego County, offers an understanding on the complexity of racial classification in
the U.S states, as well as the social factors that contribute to the creation and
maintanace of such identity. Additionally, looking into immigrant identity allow us to
continue the dialogue on race and immigration.

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS
This study had a limited number of participants. I contacted several
participants for the purpose of this study yet, many cancelled their participation. I
made efforts to achieve high participation that included contacting relatives and
friends through personal emails. Yet, immigrants were reluctant to participate. Those
that were able to participate in this study were able to share significant perspectives
about their life experiences as immigrants. It is my interpretation that tentative
participants had difficulty recalling past immigration experiences.
The purpose of this study is to give voice to six first-generation Mexican
immigrants and not to generalize on the entire population. Furthermore, participants
for this study come from cities with high populations of Latinos, yet it is important to
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also understand the experiences of similar immigranats from other cities with less
representation of such group.
Current literature on immigration tends to focus on second and latter
generations. Scholars should focus and expand the literature on first-generation
immigrants, in particular, Mexican immigrants. Future studies should look at the
experiences of immigrants with how immigration laws shape these experiences. In
addition, studies should look at immigrants in conservative areas to further
understand their strategies to navigate such oppressive spaces and how such
experiences impact the identity formation process of immigrants.
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